Gm 10 bolt front axle diagram

The 7. The control arm-mounting ears on top of this 7. But, did you know there is more than one
style of bolt rearend? One is the small, 7. The 8. It first appeared in production cars as a
corporate replacement for the 8. It was used in different models by all GM divisions â€” with the
exception of Cadillac. Although the 7. Inside, the ring-gear bolts are the same as the 8. Like
most bolts, the axles are held in place by C-clips on the inner end of the axles. Date and location
of manufacture are stamped in the axle tube, and this table deciphers the code. If used in a daily
driver or cruiser application, the 7. This is an 8. It is internally different from the 8. However, the
gears will not interchange with a Chevy 8. The axle shafts are also held in place by four-bolt
retainer plates at the outer bearing, not C-clips. There were an untold number of 8. Again, this
would be okay in a daily driver or cruiser application, but if installed behind an engine with
horsepower numbers climbing into the range, you can plan on an eventual failure. While a
carrier-bearing girdle is available for the 8. The easiest way to identify the 8. Inside the 8. The
pinion diameter is 1. Like all Chevy bolts, the axles are retained by C-clips on the inner end of
the axle shaft inside the carrier. If you find a rearend that uses a large spring perch like this, it is
from either an X or F-Body. While the 8. The easiest way to tell the difference is by looking at the
brakes. All 8. The X and F-body spring perches come in two versions: mono-leaf left which is
shallower than the multi-leaf right. Originally, gear ratios ranged from 2. When looking at the
housing from the rear, an 8. Most 8. The covers on the 8. The pinion shaft diameter is 1. Like the
8. These protrusions are larger than those on the 7. Instead of using a C-clip to hold the axle in
the housing, these axle assemblies use bolt-in axles, much like an 8. Good luck finding one of
these, however, as they are very popular among performance enthusiasts. Another way to tell
the difference between an 8. There are several differentials for the bolt rearend. That being said,
limited gear sets are offered for the carriers, especially if you plan to change gear ratios.
Typically, bolt differentials are specific to a series of gears. These are considered highway
gears that are good for top speed, not for off-the-line performance. The Series 3 carriers are
good for use with 2. Unfortunately, unless you have the two units side by side, it is nearly
impossible to tell them apart. Differential Differences. Build your own custom newsletter with
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Mailing List. Built with Volusion. Some older GM 8. Standard differential covers will still fit these
axles when that one bolt is not used or re-drilled. Axle Details The GM 8. While the GM 8. OX
Lockers have a unique cable shifted locking mechanism that makes them extremely tough,
durable, reliable, and easy to use. A heavy duty differential cover is included and the
mechanical or air operated shifters sold separately make for an easy installation in any vehicle.
ARB Air Lockers use compressed air to engage and disengage their internal locking mechanism
at the simple flip of a switch. Eaton E-Lockers use a proprietary electromagnetic locking
mechanism to switch between an open carrier and a fully locked differential. They are
specifically designed for use in 4x4 vehicles and feature heavy duty components for maximum
durability and reliability. Detroit Truetrac Lockers are maintenance free, fully mechanical,
Torsen style limited slip differentials with helical gears instead of clutch packs which wear out
over time to provide constant torque to both wheels while still allowing for smooth turns on
pavement. Assembled in the USA and backed by Yukon's industry leading 1 year warranty.
Spartan Lockers are ratchet style lockers that replace the spider gears in your stock differential
to provide traction to both wheels when it is needed most. They are affordable, don't require
removing the carrier for installation, and are covered by a one year warranty. Yukon
Performance Spools are made of the highest quality materials and are the ultimate traction aid
for full size trucks, high horsepower applications, and off-road racing. They are designed to
replace your entire differential carrier and are backed by a 1 year warranty. Yukon Mini Spools
are an effective and affordable way to give your axle full traction to both wheels at all times by
simply replacing the spider gears in your open differential. Sold as off-road and race use only
and backed by a 1 year warranty. Yukon master overhaul kits include everything you need to
rebuild your differential, install new ring and pinion gears or add a differential locker. Every
component is of the highest quality and engineered specifically for your application to ensure
accurate set up. Yukon minor overhaul kits include all of the seals, shims, and small parts you
need to install new ring and pinion gears or add a differential locker using the existing bearings.

Every part is of the highest quality and made specifically for each axle application. Gasket Ring
Gear Spacers allow you to run standard cut high gears on a low gear differential carrier. They
are precision stamped and ground for perfect parallel alignment and include new ring gear
bolts. Yukon ring and pinion gears are built for heavy duty applications like racing, towing, and
rock crawling. They're machined from the finest materials using modern gear grinding
technology to give each set superior strength and the smoothest and most precise finish. Don't
see the particular axle or drivetrain parts you need? We carry more products and brands than
we can make available on this website so give us a call or send us an email and chances are we
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Chevy and bolt axle assemblies have been standard equipment on GM passenger cars, muscle
cars, and trucks for decades. The rugged, reliable, and efficient Chevy bolt has established
itself as the preeminent rear differential for GM muscle cars since its debut in However, the
smaller bolt unfairly gained the reputation as a weak and inadequate rear end for
high-performance applications. But there are several models in the bolt line-up. The smaller 7.
However, the 8. The GM bolt rear end is quite possibly the most misunderstood and
undervalued rear differential ever created. Even though it has been used in every major GM
rear-wheel-drive platform, the bolt has a bad reputation for being a low-performance unit.
Nothing could be further from the truth. The bolt can handle just about anything you throw at it,
as long as you use the right axle, either the 8. That is the great caveat; there are four sizes of
bolt GM rear ends: 7. These sizes refer to the diameter of the ring gear, and the one you use
makes a big difference in the performance potential. The 8. Also, these surfaces run cooler
because of their sheer size. This is the Moser Engineering bolt axle assembly. As you can see,
the Chevy bolt differential is one stout axle, and it was the rear axle of choice for GM muscle
cars and many GM competition cars. Big-block Chevelles, Camaros, and other GM
high-performance vehicles were fitted with the bolt limited-slip axle to maximize torque transfer
and traction. Photo Courtesy Moser Engineering. You need to be able to accurately identify the
GM bolt. Therefore, you need be able to choose the more desirable 8. Identifying the bolt axle is
easy. The nomenclature actually refers to the number of ring gear bolts. The outer cover
matches; 10 bolts hold the cover onto the housing. This ring-and-pinion gear has suffered
catastrophic failure. The key to identifying the 8. Inside the 8. The pinion diameter is 1. The
axles are retained by a set of C-clips on the inner end of the axle shaft inside the carrier. Most 8.
These should be square blocks, each with the outer side 90 degrees vertical to the road and the
bottom-side surface horizontal to the road. The pinion shaft diameter is 1. Buick and Oldsmobile
bolt-in axles mount at the bearing flanges on the housing ends. They retain the axle shafts in
the event of a failure. The four bolts that hold the drum back plate on also retain the flange. Note

that this axle has been converted to disc brakes. Bolt-in axles include right to left the axle,
retainer plate, split washer shim, press-on bearing, and housing end. To remove the axle shafts,
you need to remove the four bolts. The round bolt cover with a bulge for the ring gear identifies
this axle assembly as an 8. A pair of long flat areas on the front side of each axle tube is a clear
indicator of an 8. To help you identify the 8. These axle assemblies had bolt-in axles and were
used sporadically in A-Body wagons as well. These are highly sought after, and as such, are
hard to find. In this version, the axles bolt to the housing ends just as on a Ford 8- or 9-inch.
This means that in the event of an axle break, the wheel stays on the car. To positively identify
the Chevy bolt in the 7. However, the 7. Inside, the ring gear bolts are the same as the 8.
However, the pinion shaft measures 1. Although the 8. Because these two sizes are so common
in pre 8. This design was used in all GM rear-drive cars from through By far, the most common
bolt is the 7. It was installed on small trucks and vans up to the model year. In street
applications, the 7. In the final analysis, this axle is simply too small for high-horsepower cars,
and so these axles should be avoided for most muscle cars and certainly any racing
applications. Although gear sets and a locking differential are available, these are only suitable
for a mild street engine or possibly a dirt track car. In the world of dirt track racing, some
classes require a GM 7. Millions of 8. And like the 7. If installed on a hp or stronger engine, it
often fails. To support high torque and horsepower loads, the axle shafts need a larger diameter
and spline count. Combined with the small outer bearing races, the 8. For performance vehicles,
the 8. If you bolt on even a set of drag radials, the axles bend or break, along with having the
potential for breaking the gears and carrier themselves. You can build these for performance,
but if you use sticky tires, the superior traction and consequent strain from the grip will kill it
quickly on the drag strip. There are temporary fixes for the 8. When too much torque or traction
is fed through the axle, it will eventually break the axle. These rear axle assemblies can handle
up to hp. Among the Chevy bolt family of axles, these provide the best performance and
durability. The car versions were in production from to The up Camaro uses a similar design 8.
The factory installed the 8. In stock form, the 8. The aftermarket fully supports the 8. Gears of all
sizes, limited-slip or Posi-Traction, lockers, and spools are offered. Affordable performance is
what the 8. Considering the challenges of the typical bolt swap for most muscle cars, when the
bolt units are often a bolt-in swap, the 8. Several differential carriers are offered for the bolt axle
assemblies. However, only certain gear sets are offered for the carriers, especially if you change
gear ratios. Typically, bolt carriers are specific to a series of gears. A 2-Series carrier holds 2.
These are very high gears, good for top speed, not for off-the-line performance. The 3-Series
carriers are good for 2. In this photo, you clearly see the clutch packs with springs, so indeed
these are limited-slip differentials. As you can see, the Yukon casting is much thicker and so are
the springs. The stock axles for both Chevy and bolt differentials use C-clips unless you have
one of the rare bolt-in axle units. A small bolt in the center of the carrier retains the crossbar.
The C-clips are not the strongest method for retaining the axle shafts; many owners convert the
Chevy and bolt axles to a flange type, which retains the axle if it fails. To remove the C-clip, you
push the axle in to allow room to snag the C-clip with a pick. Once the C-clip has been removed,
the axle slides out of the housing. The placement of the casting numbers on an 8. When you
decode these numbers you can conclusively identify your axle. Engine torque and suspension
loads are placed on the rear axle assemblies, which are also subjected to moisture, dirt, and
anything the road can throw at it. You may need to clean the rear housing before you can
decode the casting numbers. You can simply clean the area around the casting pad, but a
power washer and some hot soapy water can work wonders for 40 years of grime. Before you
rebuild any axle, you should identify which axle you have. Once you have identified the
housing, you must order the correct parts for the particular axle. These numbers are
approximately 3 inches from the center section. A full range of pinion gears is offered for the
Chevy and bolt axle assemblies so you are able to select the correct gear set for your vehicle,
application, and setup. These are two pinion gears for the 8. The pinion on the left is part of a 4.
You can see the dramatic difference in not only teeth but in overall diameter. The tooth count is
stamped on the head of each pinion for both the pinion and the ring gear. As you can see, 13 is
the hypoid gear countfor the pinion and 40 is the ring gear count. Pinion gears and ring gears
are not interchangeable because they are designed for the specific correct mesh. Therefore, the
specified pinion and ring gears must be used together. As you can see, 13 is the hypoid gear
count for the pinion and 40 is the ring gear count. When it comes to GM muscle cars and sports
cars, the bolt axle has been the top high-performance axle assembly for decades. Compared to
the Ford 9-inch, the bolt positions the pinion gear higher on the ring gear. This reduces the load
on the pinion, resulting in less parasitic loss from the friction and load. The bolt was introduced
in and installed in cars and trucks until From on, General Motors installed its bolt in cars and it
remained an option for trucks until Unlike the various bolts, the bolt axle assembly has different

components for cars and trucks. This Chevy truck used a trailing-arm design with coil and leaf
springs. The half-leaf spring left serves as an overload spring for heavy loads or trailering.
General Motors installed different axles for different applications. Axles for high-performance or
heavy-duty applications commonly used higher spline-count axles while common passenger
car axles use lower spline counts. The top axle is an 8. Note the thicker head on the bottom axle
where the C-clip rides. This is specific to the carrier. The carrier and axles must match. General
Motors used several different suspension designs in their passenger cars throughout the s and
s. This 8. The large bushings at the top of the differential housing connect to the triangulated
four-bar trailing arm system that the Buick used. It is more difficult to swap these housings from
car to car if they do not share the same suspension design. Camaros, Novas, and and later
trucks used leaf springs like these. The axle may be over or under the leaf, depending on the
application. C2 and C3 Corvettes built from to used a non-standard bolt design. They used an
independent rear suspension with transverse leaf springs. You need to machine the housing to
accept a bolt carrier, which also requires custom axles. Trucks have a smaller inner pinion shaft
1. In addition, the truck bolt has an irregular shape. The early truck bolts had large axle splines
with only 12 splines. The differential carriers are also narrower than on the passenger car units,
and they do not interchange. That does not mean that the truck units are not capable of
performance builds because aftermarket spline carriers and axles are available. The truck bolt
axles are much more affordable than the car units because they are more plentiful but these
units have fewer splines so they are not as strong as the axle in the car assemblies. In addition,
the trucks typically have larger axles and brakes. Most passenger car bolts used a four-bar
trailing arm mounting system, with the exception of the Camaro and Nova, which used leaf
springs. GM trucks from through used a two-bar trailing arm mount, while the up trucks used
leaf springs. There is some crossover on the trucks, as some earlier trucks had leaves and
some later trucks had the trailing arms. All GM bolts use C-clipâ€”style axles. Aftermarket bolt
housings are based on the passenger car design. The bolt carriers also use the same
series-specific system as do the bolts; each carrier only works with certain gear sizes. The
types are 2-, 3-, and 4-Series. The 2-Series is by far the most common. The casting numbers are
simple to decode. The first letter is the month of the year; A is January, B is February, and so
on. The next digit is the day it was built, and the last digit is the year it was built. For example, a
bolt axle that was built on March 28, , is C The Chevy bolt axle assemblies for passenger cars
feature an oval cover with a diagonal indentation. This is a Chevelle bolt housing. Truck bolts
have an irregular cover with a ring gear pocket. This example is a Chevy C The truck housings
are not as durable as the passenger car housings due to a narrower carrier and a smaller inner
pinion bearing. On the passenger-side front tube, the stamped axle code designates either
and-earlier units or and-later builds. The and-earlier codes have two letters, then a four-digit
number, followed by a letter, and possibly a shift number, for which 1 is the day shift and 2 is
the night shift. For and later, the code typically features six to eight digits, including three
letters, three numbers, and sometimes an additional number and letter. The first two letters
indicate the gear-ratio code, the third letter notes the build plant, and three numbers designate
the build day from to Sometimes the shift code is stamped, and if the unit has a Posi-Traction,
you see a P stamp. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below
and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. Skip to main content. Include description.
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advertisements. Web chevytrucks. Now one of my biggest regrets of this build was not
upgrading to a 14 FF in the rear and a Dana 60 in the front, oh well we live and we learn.
Anyways if you all like pictures as much as me then this will be a pretty cool thread. My goal is
to have at least one picture for every sentence. We will see how that goes. Started sanding it

down to paint it with POR15 and then I realized why dont i just completely rebuild the axle
before putting it back on the truck. I should have realized that taking a axle with , rough, muddy,
destructive miles on it would have surprises once i got into the bearing and seals. I was right,
that was the sad part. The grease on the bearings was a mix of grease, mud and whatever
mother nature decided to throw into the concoction. The spindle had been pitted and showed
signs of wear and so now it was time to do some seaching. I ended finding some surplus axles
at Attached Images. Have you thought about converting it to the 30 spline instead of the 28?
Just a quick piece from off road design 28 vs. Some Blazers and Suburbans from may have
factory 30 spline front ends. The most common way to get a 30 spline front is to swap a 30
spline rear differential in the front housing. We can supply the shafts with 30 splines on the diff
end, and cut with the correct pressure angles to match the GM diff. However, the 28 spline axles
are enough stronger than the u-joint that they will not break. Retaining the 28 spline diff leaves
you with the ability to run common factory axles for spares. The only real advantage to the 30
spline axles is if you run a much stronger ujoint, the 30 spline could have a real strength
advantage over the 28 spline. I think my suburban has a 30 spline in the front and it worked
great up to 38s until i was doing something that would've broke something eventually i like the
10 bolts i would go back in a heart beat but hopefully this d60 death wobble stuff pans out. The
axle shaft u-jionts were horrible im surprised that they havent blown off yet, it seem like the only
lubrication that was left had been the muddy water from the last time i went mudding. But then i
realized why they had did their job so well, they were spicer U-Jionts. This certainly gained my
respect. Originally Posted by Mr. So i swiped my credit card and made the purchase. UPS has
definitely got the game on lock, three days later the axle had managed to go through several
states and make it down to the house. It was supposed to take a week, but hell im not gonna
complain, great job. Just when i thought everything was going well, on the day of delivery, i got
a call from UPS and they informed me that the liftgate on the semi had broke, and it would take
an additional day to have it delivered. I told them that it was not a problem i had an engine hoist
and i would take it off for them, i needed this axle pronto. So they refunded me my liftgate
charge and 2 hours later the truck had arrived. This ladies and gentleman is customer service at
its best. So i pulled the engine hoist out and got ready for action. The driver was a wopping 54
years old yet was able to man handle this pound payload like it was no problem. One of the
coolest guys ive ever met. We had it out in about 5 minutes and he was off. Now i finally got to
tear into my new present! Oh the suspense! Band new axle, but wait why is there so much rust?
I guess when they said slight surface rust, they meant that pretty much the entire axle had been
exposed to the elements. No big deal, it looks like they did manage to spray a rust colored
protective coating over the diskbrakes and hub. Looks like the axle came with the warn
premium hubs too. So after seeing all the rust and decay im starting to regret my purchase. At
this point im going to completely tear this axle down and see how the bearing and seals are
doing, im praying that everything will be good to go and i can paint it and install it right back on
the truck. To remove it, there is a ball joint on each side of the rod that needs to be taken off.
The ball joint has a castle nut on the top, with a cotter pin which passes through the ball joint
bolt to secure it in place. You first must remove the cotter pin by straightening it, and pulling it
right out. The best tool to do this would be a long nose plier. Reason: grammar. If your reusing
your ball joints make sure to save the cotter pin. In my case i was getting new ball joints so i
didnt need mine. Then you will be lossening the castle nut on top of the ball joint. Mine was
frozen in time so I hit it with some PB Blaster. Loosen the nut to the top of the bolt without
removing it then strike it from the top with a mallet to break it out of place. Your not taking the
bolt off because you dont want to damage the threads in case you reuse the ball joints. Same
story on the other side. Spray it with some PB Blaster and get to work. Since im doing a 4 inch
suspension lift I will have to remove the stock steering arm and replace it with a modified
verizon. Pretty simple job. The steering arm is located on top of the driver side knuckle and
secured with 3 nuts and 3 cone washers. Start by removing all three nuts holding the steering
arm down. After the nuts are removed hit it with some PB blaster and let it sit on the cone
washers. As you can tell by the picture I totally missed. Its hard to hold a camera and spray at
the same time. Thankfully on the surplus axle there was no rust and the steering arm came off
without a problem. If you are in the same boat as i was, heres what to do. With some persuasion
it should come off without a problem. Start by tapping it with a mallet and switching between
these three places. Get some good wacks in there its not gonna hurt anything. After a couple
rounds of wack a mole the cone washers should give and pop goes the weisel. Reason: sp. Now
that the cone washers are free, remove them and the steering arm. Make sure to back these
washers, you dont want to misplace them. In the past I lost one and it was a pain to find a
replacement. Next we are going to remove both of the brake calipers. The surplus axle didnt
come with brake lines or fluid so its fairly easy. Start by turning the knuckle as far forward as

possible too expose the 2 allen bolts securing the caliper in place. Grab your allen wrench and
get to work. These bolts put up a fight but with a slight tap of the mallet they come right off. The
death wobble is also conveniently available for the ball joint axles as well but in my opinion the
king pin is way more susceptible to it for some reason which could be good or bad depending
on which axle you have as far as the surplus army axle i had a magazine that had axles in it and
they looked basically the way yours is i think its probably from sitting around in different
environments will eventually cause some surface rust or its got good use lol. Once you get the
2 allen head bolts off you can then pull of the entire caliper assembly. Since these had been
concealed in a box since and havent ever had any brake lines attached I figured the brake
piston inlet would be full of rust and decay. At least there was a tiny plug keeping water and
debri out, and to my luck not spec of rust inside. So ill hit these with the sandblaster and spray
them with hi-temp red paint and throw them back on later. Hehe, my favorite part is the
thorough instructions as how to remove a cotter pin. I guess that is not an issue if you are
regearing while you are at it. Beating on the joint itself is just a good way to ruin it regardless if
the nut is on the threads or not. Right now D44 is in bits while I am cleaning and painting
everything while I wait for the new ball joints to arrive. It is a lot of work getting these axles
whipped back into shape. By wheel-end weight, I mean the weight of components outside of the
knuckle pivots. If you think about how heavy king pin type D60 wheel ends are big knuckles,
large spindles, big hubs, heavy rotors, etc is why it is more prevent on them vs. Basically, a
joint here on the outer spec limit, a joint there on the outer spec limit of acceptable play, then a
wheel bearing a bit loose, a spring bushing or 4 that are worn, too much tire, etc, etc, etc
exaggerated by heavy wheel-ends. Invest in a good steering stabilizer and call it a day. So
before we go any further we need to drain the axle housing. If your axle isnt connected to the
truck the best way to drain it would be to take out the fill plug and tip it forward so it can drain
out. Yea the gear ratio on these things is horrible, 3. Im swapping them with my 3. Your are
correct about tapping the top of the bolt, im glad i never had to reuse the ball joints that i
hammered out that way. Ill make sure to edit that post Good luck on your rebuild, front axles are
such a pain. I definitely wish i had a D44 though, they have such a better aftermarket for beefing
them up. So removal all 10 bolts and take the cover off. I also recommend bagging these bolts
also. This particular diff cover had 2 gaskets and I was able to rip most of it off but not enough.
So ill have to come back with a razor and remove the rest. I have this little tool with a razor edge
that will work perfect to remove the gasket. It cleaned up very well that way I can put a brand
new gasket on. Alright so now we are getting somewhere, next will be the removal of the locking
hub. This is where things get messy and I would reccomend switching gloves and putting some
mechanic latex gloves on, that way once they get greasy then just throw them away These
particular hubs are Warn Premium hubs but ill be trading them out with some Stainless Steel
MileMarker hubs. I think they will compliment the aluminum Pacer Weels better. Youll need to
grab a torx head screwdriver to remove the 6 torx screws holding the locking hub on the hub
assembly. They should come out relatively easy and be sure not
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to strip them, ive done that before and its a pain to try and get out. These just arrived in the
mail today, really excited. They look amaing and are metal, no plastic parts. I think they will be
an upgrade from the Warn Hubs. Keep scrolling down Almost there. All times are GMT The time
now is PM. Contact Us - chevytrucks. User Name. Remember Me? Site Merchandise FAQ. Mark
Forums Read. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Find More Posts by Mr. Quote: Originally Posted by
Mr. Here it is, disconnected from the axle assembly. Removing the steering arm continued Now
that the cone washers are free, remove them and the steering arm. How to remove brake caliper
Next we are going to remove both of the brake calipers. Brake caliper removal Once you get the
2 allen head bolts off you can then pull of the entire caliper assembly. Find More Posts by
DirtyLarry. Locking hub removal and installation Alright so now we are getting somewhere, next
will be the removal of the locking hub. Digg del. Posting Rules.

